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Research paper 1 

Forest canopy height co-determines taxonomic and functional richness, but not functional 2 

dispersion of mammals and birds globally 3 

 4 

Running title Forest canopy height & vertebrate diversity 5 

 6 

Abstract 7 

Aims: Taller forest canopies may harbor higher biodiversity by providing more and varied 8 

resources. Yet no prior studies have assessed if forest canopy height shapes taxonomic and 9 

functional diversity of terrestrial vertebrates at global and regional scales. Here we examined the 10 

roles of forest canopy height and other environmental variables in shaping global and regional 11 

patterns of species richness and functional diversity of mammals and birds. 12 

Location: Global. 13 

Time period: Present day. 14 

Major taxa studied: Terrestrial mammals and birds. 15 

Methods: Global forest canopy height data at 1-km spatial resolution was used to measure forest 16 

vertical structure. Species richness, functional richness and functional dispersion of mammals 17 

and birds were calculated using range maps and trait data. Spatial simultaneous autoregressive 18 

error models were used to evaluate associations between species richness and functional 19 

diversity and their predictors, including mean canopy height, net primary productivity, current 20 

climate and historical climate stability, topography and human activities. 21 

Results: Mean canopy height emerged as one of two predictors most associated with species 22 

richness of mammals and birds, as well as mammal functional richness. However, mean canopy 23 

height had little explanatory power for functional dispersion. Mean annual temperature and net 24 

primary productivity contributed most to explain global-scale mammal and bird functional 25 

dispersion. At regional scale, mean canopy height, net primary productivity and mean annual 26 

temperature were the variables most associated with species richness and functional diversity of 27 

mammals and birds. 28 
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Main conclusions: Forest canopy height is an important predictor of species richness and 29 

functional diversity of terrestrial vertebrates at both global and regional scales, at a similar 30 

overall level as productivity and temperature. Hereby, our study highlights the crucial role of the 31 

complex vertical structure in shaping the global and regional patterns of vertebrate diversity. 32 

KEYWORDS: forest vertical structure, functional biogeography, functional richness, functional 33 

dispersion, niche packing, vertical niche differentiation34 
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1 | INTRODUCTION 35 

Forest vertical structure, as measured by forest canopy height and its variability, is thought to 36 

play a critical role in determining biodiversity across varying spatial scales, notably through 37 

taller forest canopy providing more available niches and thereby promoting species coexistence 38 

(MacArthur & MacArthur, 1961; Roll, Geffen, & Yom-Tov, 2015; Zhang, Kissling, & He, 2013). 39 

In addition, the diverse microclimate and habitats provided by complex forest vertical structure 40 

may benefit species through greater buffering against climatic instability and habitat change 41 

(Oliveira & Scheffers, 2019; Scheffers et al., 2013). The greater niche space provided by taller 42 

forest canopies could also increase functional diversity of biotic assemblages by harboring 43 

species characterized by more divergent sets of traits (Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Bae et al., 44 

2018). Positive relations between vegetation vertical structural complexity and vertebrate species 45 

richness at regional and global scales have been reported (Culbert et al., 2013; Ilsøe, Kissling, 46 

Fjeldså, Sandel, & Svenning, 2017; Jiménez-Alfaro, Chytry, Mucina, Grace, & Rejmanek, 2016; 47 

Roll et al., 2015). However, no studies have tested if vertebrate functional diversity is also 48 

associated with forest vertical structure at a global scale. 49 

A broad range of environmental factors beyond forest structure, e.g., energy availability, 50 

historical climate stability, environmental heterogeneity and human activities, have been 51 

associated with large-scale biodiversity patterns (Evans, Warren, & Gaston, 2005; Jarzyna & Jetz, 52 

2017; Svenning, Eiserhardt, Normand, Ordonez, & Sandel, 2015). Specifically, the energy 53 

availability hypothesis suggests that temperature affects species diversity directly by affecting 54 

the numbers of individuals, and indirectly by controlling resource availability, which would 55 

constrain functional diversity through its effect on the population viability of niche specialists 56 

(Evans et al., 2005). Regions with higher productivity could harbor more species by sustaining 57 

more individuals and viable populations, and could also have higher functional diversity by 58 

affording a greater diversity of niches (Currie et al., 2004; Evans et al., 2005). Paleoclimate 59 

could also affect current taxonomic and functional diversity through its effect on speciation, 60 

extinction and migration (Svenning et al., 2015). Besides these climate-based hypotheses, higher 61 

environmental heterogeneity could also provide greater habitat diversity and better climate 62 

change buffering, resulting in higher species richness and functional diversity (Stein, Gerstner, & 63 

Kreft, 2014). Lastly, biodiversity loss, in terms of both taxonomic and functional diversity, is 64 

widely linked with human activities (Jarzyna & Jetz, 2017; Liang et al., 2019). 65 
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Functional diversity, broadly defined as trait variation in a community, is directly linked with 66 

environmental conditions and biotic interactions, and is assumed to be a better predictor of 67 

ecosystem functioning and services than species richness (Swenson, 2013; Violle, Reich, Pacala, 68 

Enquist, & Kattge, 2014). Species richness is not always consistently related with functional 69 

diversity. One biotic assemblage may have low functional diversity while harbor high species 70 

richness because of functional homogenization driven by the presence of some specialized 71 

species in structurally homogeneous vegetation (Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017). Furthermore, 72 

underlying mechanisms limiting geographic distribution of species richness and functional 73 

diversity may be different (Oliveira et al., 2016; Seymour, Simmons, Joseph, & Slingsby, 2015). 74 

For example, one study found global mammal species richness to be closely related to actual 75 

evapotranspiration (a measure of productivity), but functional diversity was better explained by 76 

regional evolutionary history (Oliveira et al., 2016).  77 

Due to differences in climate, geological and evolutionary history among continents and regions, 78 

biodiversity patterns and their underlying drivers might not be the same in different regions 79 

(Coops, Rickbeil, Bolton, Andrew, & Brouwers, 2018; Davies, Buckley, Grenyer, & Gittleman, 80 

2011; Ilsøe et al., 2017). For example, the effects of tree canopy cover and human influence on 81 

woodpecker species richness vary among biogeographic regions, e.g., effects of tree canopy 82 

cover are especially high in Nearctic, Palaearctic and Saharo-Arabian regions (Ilsøe et al., 2017). 83 

Vertebrate richness in Australia at continental scale is strongly related to energy availability, 84 

while forest structure and productivity are the most associated variables at regional scale (Coops 85 

et al., 2018). The differences in energy availability, climate seasonality and competition pressure 86 

may cause the divergent patterns of mammal functional structure between tropical and temperate 87 

regions, i.e., functional clustered in tropics and functional overdispersion in temperate region 88 

(Safi et al., 2011). In addition to such regional effects, taxonomic groups with divergent dispersal 89 

ability may also be affected differently by these factors (Sandel et al., 2011).  90 

In this study, for the first time we evaluate the relative importance of forest vertical structure 91 

versus other environmental variables in determining global and regional scales patterns of both 92 

species richness and functional diversity for terrestrial mammals and breeding birds. Specifically, 93 

we assumed that by providing greater niche space and buffering climate and habitat changes, 94 

taller forest canopies should harbor greater species richness, greater functional richness, as well 95 

as overdispersed functional structure (Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Bae et al., 2018; MacArthur 96 
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& MacArthur, 1961; Scheffers et al., 2013). To investigate that, we used global-scale species 97 

distribution data of nearly all terrestrial mammals and breeding birds to map taxonomic and 98 

functional diversity, and applied spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models to evaluate the 99 

relative importance of canopy height and other environmental predictors in determining patterns 100 

in vertebrate diversity globally and across regions. 101 

 102 

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS 103 

2.1 | Vertebrate data on species distributions and traits 104 

Distribution data for terrestrial mammals were obtained from the International Union for 105 

Conservation of Nature (https://www.iucn.org), while data for birds were compiled from the 106 

Birdlife International data-zone (https://www.birdlife.org). The data were available as 107 

geographic information system polygons, covering known or inferred areas of occurrence. The 108 

polygons were converted into rasters to completely match with canopy height layer. A species 109 

was counted as present if any part of the 110-km grid cells (equal-area Molleweide projection) 110 

was covered by the species' range polygon. Grid cells with <50% land area were excluded. For 111 

mammals, we used all 5263 terrestrial mammal species. For birds, we used breeding distributions 112 

of all terrestrial bird species, resulting in 9501 bird species for the current work.  113 

Functional trait data for mammals and birds were extracted from a comprehensive database, 114 

EltonTraits v1.0 (Wilman et al., 2014). Some mismatched species names in EltonTraits were 115 

corrected by checking their synonyms in Red List website of International Union for 116 

Conservation of Nature. We used 15 traits for mammals and 19 traits for birds that measured 117 

body mass, diet, habitat preference, and activity period (Table S1). These traits represent many 118 

aspects of resources use, and have been widely used in other investigations of mammal and bird 119 

functional diversity (e.g., Belmaker & Jetz, 2013; Girardello et al., 2019). We log10-transformed 120 

body mass prior to all the analyses. 121 

2.2 | Measures of functional diversity 122 

Since both continuous and categorical traits were included, a dendrogram-based approach for the 123 

measures of functional diversity was performed (Podani & Schmera, 2006). First, we calculated 124 

a distance matrix using Gower's coefficient of distance which allows for various types of 125 
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variables while standardizing them (Gower & Legendre, 1986). Second, we employed 126 

hierarchical clustering to build a functional dendrogram for mammals and birds respectively, 127 

using an average agglomeration method, which provides a better goodness of fit to dissimilarities 128 

than single and complete linkage classification (UPGMA; Mouchet et al., 2008; Podani & 129 

Schmera, 2006). Third, we used the functional dendrogram to calculate two common properties 130 

of functional diversity, namely functional richness and functional dispersion. Functional richness 131 

was calculated as the total branch length of the functional tree containing the coexisting species 132 

in a given grid (Petchey & Gaston, 2002). Functional dispersion was calculated as the mean 133 

pairwise functional distance between all species within a given assemblage in a given grid 134 

(Weiher, Clarke, & Keddy, 1998). These two metrics are complementary: functional richness 135 

measures the utilization or volume of trait space occupied within a given community, while 136 

functional dispersion measures the degree of clustering or overdispersion of species in trait space. 137 

To control for the effects of species richness on functional diversity measures, we computed 138 

standardized effect sizes (SESs) for both measures using the function ‘pd.moments’ and 139 

‘mpd.moments’ in R package PhyloMeasures (Tsirogiannis & Sandel, 2015), which could 140 

provide an efficient solution by calculating the mean and standard deviation without 141 

randomization processes compared with slow and inexact randomization approaches (Kembel et 142 

al., 2010; Webb, Ackerly, & Kembel, 2008). The grid cells with species richness less than three 143 

were excluded for all the analyses because these species-poor assemblages may have extreme 144 

values for functional diversity. 145 

2.3 | Canopy height data 146 

Global forest canopy height data at 1-km spatial resolution was used (Simard, Pinto, Fisher, & 147 

Baccini, 2011). This map was produced from data acquired by the Geoscience Laser Altimeter 148 

System onboard the Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite. In this study, we aggregated 1-km 149 

grid cells of global canopy height data into 110-km grid cells with an equal-area Molleweide 150 

projection (nearly one degree at the equator) by calculating the mean and standard deviation of 151 

the 1-km cell canopy heights within its extent. Finally, we generated two canopy-height-related 152 

raster layers at 110-km resolution, including the mean height and the standard deviation of height 153 

(Fig. S1). We also considered the coefficient of variation of the heights as one measure, but it 154 

had high correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient: 0.91) with mean height. So we didn’t 155 

include it in the further analysis. Grid cells with <50% land area were excluded. For each layer, 156 
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total number of 110-km grid cells was 10,031. Both mean canopy height and standard deviation 157 

of canopy height were log10-transformed for all the statistical analysis to improve the normality. 158 

2.4 | Environmental data 159 

To disentangle the relative importance of canopy height versus other environmental variables for 160 

vertebrate diversity, we extracted current climate and topographic variables from the WorldClim 161 

database at 10 arc-minute resolution (Hijmans, Cameron, Parra, Jones, & Jarvis, 2005), 162 

productivity-related variables from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer global 163 

terrestrial data at a 30 arc-second resolution (Mu, Zhao, & Running, 2011; Running et al., 2004), 164 

human influence from the Global Human Influence Index Dataset Version 2 at 1-km resolution 165 

(WCS & CIESIN, 2005), and glacial-interglacial climate stability variables at 2.5 arc-minute 166 

resolution (Sandel et al., 2011). Climate stability variables included the velocity and anomaly for 167 

mean annual temperature (MAT) and annual precipitation (MAP) between the Last Glacial 168 

Maximum (LGM; ~21,000 years ago) and the present (1950-2000) to represent the amplitude of 169 

late-Quaternary glacial-interglacial climate change (Sandel et al., 2011). All these environmental 170 

layers were resampled to the 110-km equal-area grid used for the canopy height data. 171 

Among these variables, some were highly correlated. To reduce multicollinearity, we removed 172 

variables causing high correlations (Pearson’s correlation, r > |0.7|), keeping those with clearest 173 

biological meaning. Finally, we selected seven environmental variables for the current analysis, 174 

including net primary productivity (NPP), MAT, precipitation seasonality (precSeason), LGM-175 

to-present velocity for MAT (tempVelo), LGM-to-present anomaly for MAP (prepAnomaly), 176 

elevation range (elevRange), and human influence index (HUMAN). To improve normality and 177 

linearity of these variables, we log10-transformed MAT, percSeason, elevRange and tempVelo, 178 

and square-root-transformed NPP, precAnomaly and HUMAN. 179 

2.5 | Statistical analysis 180 

Spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models, which could account for residual spatial 181 

autocorrelation in the data, were used to evaluate the relative importance of each predictor in 182 

determining patterns in vertebrate diversity (Kissling & Carl, 2008). We then used the “LMG” 183 

approach to evaluate the relative importance of each predictor on global patterns in canopy 184 

height. The “LMG” approach, named after Lindeman, Merenda and Gold (1980), 185 

yields "natural" decompositions of the model r2 in linear regression models. This computer-186 
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intensive approach has been recommended after comparing with other importance metrics, since 187 

it clearly identifies a variable’s contribution by itself and in combination with all other predictors 188 

(Johnson & Lebreton, 2004). The “LMG” approach was calculated using the function 189 

‘calc.relimp’ in R package relaimpo (Groemping & Matthias, 2018). Considering of the high 190 

correlations among mean canopy height, standard deviation of canopy height and NPP (Table 191 

S2), we divided all variables into three groups, with each group including one of the three highly 192 

correlated variables and all other variables. 193 

To test the differences in potential drivers for diversity patterns among zoogeographic regions, 194 

we used the classification from Holt et al. (2013). We assigned all the 110-km grid cells into 195 

seven zoogeographic realms, i.e., the Nearctic, Neotropical & Panamanian, Palearctic & Sino-196 

Japanese, Oriental & Oceanian, Afrotropical & Saharo-Arabian, Madagascan, and Australian 197 

realms. Among these realms, the number of 110-km grid cells ranged from 46 (Madagascan) to 198 

3,272 (Palearctic & Sino-Japanese). The seven realms was defined according to the UPGMA 199 

clustering of global phylobeta diversity values for species assemblages of amphibian, bird and 200 

non-marine mammal species (Holt et al., 2013). All statistical analyses were conducted in R (R 201 

Core Team, 2017). We used the R package spdep to run the spatial simultaneous autoregressive 202 

error models (Bivand et al., 2015). 203 

 204 

3 | RESULTS 205 

3.1 | Spatial patterns of vertebrate species richness and functional diversity 206 

Species richness of mammals and birds at global scale showed similar patterns, with the highest 207 

values in northern South America, Central Africa and Southeast Asia (Fig. 1a,b; Fig. S2). 208 

Standardized bird functional richness showed similar patterns to species richness, while 209 

standardized mammal functional richness displayed different patterns relative to species richness, 210 

with functional richness peaking in northern North America, central South America, western 211 

coast of Africa and South Asia (Fig. 1c,d; Fig. S3). The patterns of standardized functional 212 

dispersion in mammals and birds differed, with mammals exhibiting functional clustering in 213 

many regions (central America, northern South America, central Africa, South Europe and 214 

Southeast Asia), while birds were functionally overdispersed in nearly all tropical and 215 

subtropical regions as well as Northern Eurasia (Fig. 1e,f; Fig. S2). 216 
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3.2 | Drivers of species richness and functional diversity at global scale 217 

At global scale, mean canopy height (htMean) and NPP were the two variables most associated 218 

with species richness of mammals and birds (Fig. 2). Mammal functional richness showed 219 

similar patterns with mammal species richness, i.e., the two variables with highest importance 220 

values were again htMean and NPP, although the values were not high (Fig. 2). For bird 221 

functional richness, NPP and MAT were the two most important variables. Mammal and bird 222 

functional dispersion was also most associated with MAT and NPP. 223 

3.3 | Drivers of species richness and functional diversity at regional scale 224 

Vertebrate species richness was strongly associated with htMean and NPP in most biogeographic 225 

regions (Figs. 3 & 4). In terms of the two most associated variables for vertebrate functional 226 

diversity in each region, htMean, NPP and MAT had the highest frequency. Notably, vertebrate 227 

functional dispersion had strong relations to htMean within some regions, in contrast to the 228 

global scale, i.e., mammal functional dispersion was negatively correlated with htMean in the 229 

Neotropical & Panamanian region and positively correlated with htMean in the Madagascan 230 

region, and bird functional dispersion was negatively correlated with htMean in the Neotropical 231 

& Panamanian and Oriental & Oceanian regions (Figs. 3 & 4). 232 

 233 

4 | DISCUSSION 234 

By linking forest canopy height with global patterns of vertebrate species richness and functional 235 

diversity based on certain traits, our results showed that forest canopy height was a consistently 236 

important predictor of vertebrate species richness, while its effects on functional diversity were 237 

weaker and more variable, with stronger coupling to functional richness than functional 238 

dispersion, suggesting that canopy height may promote species richness via a simple expansion 239 

of the space and resources available, leading to coexistence of functionally similar species. 240 

4.1 | Species richness and functional diversity 241 

Although species richness is the most common measure of biodiversity in ecology and 242 

biogeography, it does not capture the ecological differences among species (Swenson, 2013; 243 

Violle et al., 2014). Both global and regional studies have indicated that species richness and 244 

functional diversity often show divergent patterns and are affected by different drivers (Aguirre-245 
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Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2016). For example, butterfly species richness and 246 

functional dispersion in Netherlands are not consistently correlated, e.g., high functional 247 

dispersion may occur in regions with low species diversity (Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017). 248 

Temporal trends of taxonomic and functional diversity of birds in France are also not consistent 249 

(Monnet et al., 2014). Further, a global mammal study shows that patterns of functional diversity 250 

and species richness are decoupled due to different drivers, i.e. environmental factors for species 251 

richness and evolutionary history for functional diversity (Oliveira et al., 2016). 252 

Supporting with these studies, our results also showed that global patterns in mammal species 253 

richness and functional diversity based on the traits we used, including functional richness and 254 

functional dispersion, were different. For example, northern North America had high functional 255 

richness and functional dispersion, but low species richness, which may have varied set of traits. 256 

In contrast, the high species richness but low functional diversity in tropics suggests that these 257 

species are functionally redundant and packed into ecological space (Oliveira et al., 2016; Safi et 258 

al., 2011). However, species richness and functional diversity of birds showed consistent patterns 259 

at global scale. For example, most tropical regions (except for the Amazon basin and Andean 260 

regions) have great species richness and high functional diversity, suggesting that niche space 261 

expansion may be dominant for birds in these regions. The divergent patterns in functional 262 

diversity between mammals and birds indicate that different processes are shaping the functional 263 

diversity of these two groups. 264 

4.2 | The role of forest canopy height in determining vertebrate diversity 265 

Taller forest canopy height and the associated complex vertical vegetation structure should 266 

provide greater niche space and thus promote greater biodiversity (MacArthur & MacArthur, 267 

1961; Oliveira & Scheffers, 2019; Roll et al., 2015). For example, a recent global study showed 268 

that tree canopy height was significantly associated with bird and mammal species richness, 269 

although not as strongly as productivity (Roll et al., 2015). Further, tree cover was more 270 

associated with global woodpecker (Picidae) species richness than other variables, e.g., 271 

temperature, past climate, topographic heterogeneity and human influence (Ilsøe et al., 2017). At 272 

regional scales, animal assemblage diversity in Europe has been found to be better explained by 273 

vegetation diversity than climate and altitudinal range (Jiménez-Alfaro et al., 2016). Similarly, 274 

vertebrate species richness in Neotropical region has been found to be jointly couple to variation 275 
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of forest canopy height and climate (Moura, Villalobos, Costa, & Garcia, 2016). Consistent with 276 

these studies, our results showed that forest canopy height was an important driver of bird and 277 

mammal species richness at both global and regional scales, especially for birds in the Nearctic 278 

region, and for mammals in the Neotropical & Panamanian regions. 279 

The greater niche space provided by taller forest canopy height should not only promote species 280 

richness, but also increase functional diversity (Bae et al., 2018). Studies on the association 281 

between animal functional diversity and remote sensing derived vegetation structure are 282 

imperative and missing (Davies & Asner, 2014). Several studies on the relations between them 283 

have provided mixed results (Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Remeš & Harmáčková, 2018). For 284 

example, canopy height in Australia is poorly linked with bird functional diversity, despite it 285 

could predict species richness well (Remeš & Harmáčková, 2018). In contrast, functional 286 

diversity of butterflies in Netherlands is positively correlated with average vegetation height 287 

(Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017). Here we found that functional richness of birds and mammals 288 

based on the traits we used were significantly associated with forest canopy height, especially for 289 

mammals, providing strong evidence for the role of forest canopy height in promoting vertebrate 290 

functional diversity. Notably, the relatively weaker associations between forest canopy height 291 

and vertebrate functional richness compared with vertebrate species richness suggest that canopy 292 

height may promote species richness via a simple expansion of the space and resources available, 293 

leading to scope for more individuals and higher coexistence of functionally similar species 294 

(Ricklefs, 2012). Notably, although forest canopy height was not associated with vertebrate 295 

functional dispersion at global scale, we found strong negative association between forest canopy 296 

height and vertebrate functional dispersion in Neotropical & Panamanian regions, suggesting that 297 

high forest canopy may promote the packing of functionally similar species. 298 

4.3 | The roles of other environmental variables in determining vertebrate diversity 299 

Although NPP was highly correlated with mean canopy height, our grouped analyses showed 300 

positive relations between NPP and vertebrate species richness, which is consistent with previous 301 

studies and supports the hypothesis that regions with higher NPP could offer more resources, 302 

thereby allow more individuals and offer greater potential for species to coexist (Coops et al., 303 

2018; Oliveira et al., 2016; Roll et al., 2015). Previous studies on the associations between NPP 304 

and vertebrate functional diversity have shown mixed results (Gómez-Ortiz, Dominguez-Vega, 305 
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& Moreno, 2017; Oliveira et al., 2016). For example, NPP was only associated with mammal 306 

species richness, but not functional diversity in Mexico (Gómez-Ortiz et al., 2017). In contrast, a 307 

global study found that mammal functional diversity to be linked to actual evapotranspiration, an 308 

indicator of NPP (Oliveira et al., 2016). Consistent with this study, our results showed that NPP 309 

was associated with vertebrate functional diversity based on the traits we used at both global and 310 

regional scales, although the associations tended to be weaker than with species richness. The 311 

energy availability hypothesis proposes that temperature could constrain functional diversity 312 

through its effect on the population viability of niche position specialists (Evans et al., 2005). 313 

Supporting this hypothesis, our results showed that temperature was positively correlated with 314 

bird functional richness at global scale and in several biogeographic realms. 315 

 316 

5 | CONCLUSIONS 317 

Overall, our results indicate that forest canopy height plays an important role in explaining 318 

taxonomic and functional diversity of vertebrates at both global and regional scales, although 319 

complementary to other drivers such as NPP and temperature. As a fundamental property of 320 

forest ecosystems, canopy vertical structure has important implications for biodiversity 321 

maintenance and ecosystem functioning (MacArthur & MacArthur, 1961; Zhang, Nielsen, Mao, 322 

Chen, & Svenning, 2016). Although a few studies have been conducted in local and regional 323 

scales to link canopy structure with functional diversity (Aguirre-Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Remeš & 324 

Harmáčková, 2018), our study provided the first quantification of this linkage globally and 325 

across biogeographic realms, and highlights the importance of the complex vertical structure of 326 

forests in shaping the global and regional patterns of terrestrial vertebrate taxonomic and 327 

functional diversity. Meanwhile, our study sheds insight into the conservation of old-growth 328 

forests that characterized by taller canopies and complex vertical structure (Frey et al., 2016; 329 

Lindenmayer, Lauranc & Franklin, 2012). Our findings suggest that old-growth forests provide 330 

the irreplaceable refugia of climatic and anthropogenic disturbances for the conservation of both 331 

taxonomic and functional diversity. This study could be served as a starting point toward a 332 

comprehensive understanding of vegetation structure and biodiversity conservation. 333 
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Figures 483 

 484 
Figure 1. Spatial patterns of species richness and standardized functional diversity measures for 485 

mammals and breeding birds. Maps are in Mollweide equal-area projection. 486 
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487 

488 

Figure 2. Relative importance of canopy height and other predictors for species richness (SR) 489 

and standardized functional richness (FRic) and functional dispersion (FDis) at a global scale 490 

(“m” and “b” refer to mammals and birds, respectively). To avoid multicollinearity effects, we 491 

divided our LMG analyses into three separate models by excluding highly correlated variables 492 

(htMean and htSD, htMean and NPP, and htSD and NPP) from the same models. The relative 493 

importance of a given variable was then estimated as the average of its relative importance in all 494 

models that included it. The signs “+” and “-” at the top of each bar represent for positive and 495 

negative effects on average. htMean and htSD are mean height and the standard deviation of 496 

height; NPP is net primary productivity; MAT is mean annual temperature; precSeason is 497 

precipitation seasonality; elevRange is elevation range; tempVelo is LGM-to-present velocity for 498 

MAT; prepAnomaly is LGM-to-present anomaly for MAP;  HUMAN is human influence index. 499 
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 500 

Figure 3. Relative importance of canopy height and other predictors for mammal species richness (SRm) and standardized functional richness 501 

(FRicm) and functional dispersion (FDism) in the seven zoogeographic realms using the LMG approach. 502 
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 503 
Figure 4. Relative importance of canopy height and other predictors for bird species richness (SRb) and standardized functional 504 

richness (FRicb) and functional dispersion (FDisb) in the seven zoogeographic realms using the LMG approach. 505 

506 
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Table S1. All traits used to measure mammal and bird functional diversity (see the details in Wilman et al., 2014). 507 

Class Trait type Trait Scale and categories 
Mammals Resource quantity Body mass  Continuous 

 
Main components of 
diet(s) Percentage of use of : invertebrates Estimated % use 

  Percentage of use of : mammals and birds estimated % use 

  Percentage of use of : reptiles estimated % use 

  Percentage of use of: fish estimated % use 

  Percent use of: vertebrates-general or unknown estimated % use 

  Percent use of: scavenge, garbage, offal, carcasses, trawlers, carrion estimated % use 

  Percent use of: fruit, drupes estimated % use 

  Percent use of: nectar, pollen, plant exudates, gums estimated % use 

  Percent use of: seed, maize, nuts, spores, wheat, grains estimated % use 

  Percent use of: other plant material  

 Main foraging method(s) M - marine, G - ground level including aquatic foraging S- scansorial, 
Ar - arboreal, A- aerial. Categorical  

 Main foraging period (s) Activity-Nocturnal Categorical (binary) 

  Activity-Crepuscular Categorical (binary) 

  Foraging activity at day Categorical (binary) 
Birds Resource quantity Body mass  Continuous 

 
Main components of 
diet(s) Percentage of use of : invertebrates Estimated % use 

  Percentage of use of : mammals and birds estimated % use 

  Percentage of use of : reptiles estimated % use 

  Percentage of use of: fish estimated % use 

  Percent use of: vertebrates-general or unknown estimated % use 

  Percent use of: scavenge, garbage, offal, carcasses, trawlers, carrion estimated % use 

  Percent use of: fruit, drupes estimated % use 

  Percent use of: nectar, pollen, plant exudates, gums estimated % use 
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  Percent use of: seed, maize, nuts, spores, wheat, grains estimated % use 

  Percent use of: other plant material estimated % use 

 Foraging Stratum  Prevalence of: foraging below the water surfaces estimated % use 

  Prevalence of: foraging on or just (<5 inches) below water surface estimated % use 

  Prevalence of: foraging on ground estimated % use 

  
Prevalence of: foraging below 2m in understory in forest, forest edges, 
bushes or shrubs estimated % use 

  
Prevalence of: foraging in mid to high levels in trees or high bushes (2m 
upward), but below canopy estimated % use 

  Prevalence of: foraging in or just above (from) tree canopy estimated % use 

  Prevalence of: foraging well above vegetation or any structures estimated % use 
  Nocturnal Main foraging activity at night. Categorical (binary) 

 508 
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Table S2. Pair-wise correlations among environmental variables. The coefficients of Pearson 509 

correlations were shown here, and statistical significances after accounting for spatial 510 

autocorrelation were calculated using Dutilleul’s (1993) modified t-test. **, p < 0.01; *, p < 0.05. 511 

 htMean htSD NPP MAT precSeason elevRange tempVelo precAnomaly 

htSD 0.76**        

NPP 0.70** 0.62**       

MAT 0.02 0.04 0.38**      

precSeason -0.27** -0.23* -0.29* 0.17     

elevRange 0.01 0.27** 0.01 -0.06 0.14    

tempVelo -0.04 -0.20 -0.06 -0.05 -0.30* 0.68**   

precAnomaly 0.25** 0.09 0.21* -0.06 -0.24** -0.19** 0.13  

HUMAN 0.12 0.33** 0.24* 0.40** -0.04 0.13 0.05 -0.21* 

512 
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 513 

Figure S1. Spatial patterns of (a) mean canopy height and (b) standard deviation of canopy 514 

height. Maps are in Mollweide equal-area projection.515 
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 516 

Figure S2. Scatter plots of (a) mammal species richness against bird species richness; (b) 517 
mammal functional richness against bird functional richness; (c) mammal functional dispersion 518 
against bird functional dispersion.  519 
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 520 

Figure S3. Scatter plots of (a) mammal species richness against mammal functional richness; (b) 521 
mammal species richness against mammal functional dispersion; (c) bird species richness against 522 
bird functional richness; (d) bird species richness against bird functional dispersion. 523 
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